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Abstract

802.11 Fine Timing Measurement is an indoor ranging technique. Because it is unauthenticated and unprotected, an adversary can implement ranging and location attacks, by inserting one or more rogue responders and causing an unsuspecting client to incorporate forged values into its location computation. We show in this paper that protection intended for attacks on comparable ranging techniques, like GPS, are ineffective in the case of FTM. However, we also show that a crowd-sourcing technique that confirms that one AP is known by the others can mitigate the attack exposure.
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1. Introduction

Outdoor location is commonly possible with methods leveraging GPS. Indoor however, GPS signal is often not available and other techniques have been sought for decades. Among several proposed methods, Fine Timing Measurement (FTM) specifies an indoor location procedure based on Time of Flight (ToF). Defined in 802.11-2016 [1] and augmented in the 802.11az amendment (planned for publication in 2022), FTM enables an initiating station (ISTA, typically a mobile Wi-Fi client) to perform ranging exchanges with a responding station (RSTA, typically a Wi-Fi system set at a fixed location, e.g., an access point) and also query the RSTA location. Performing such exchange with multiple RSTAs allows the ISTA to compute its location.

FTM does not include an AP validation mechanism, and an attacker can send invalid range or location information, driving the ISTA off course. Such attack could have dramatic consequences in some environments, for example self-driving shuttles in convention centers and airports that use FTM to assess their position. This paper shows that 1. an attacker can easily drive an FTM station to the destination of the attacker’s choice 2. protection techniques intended for similar ranging technologies (GPS) are mostly ineffective, because of FTM fundamental properties and assumptions 3. 802.11 security techniques also provide only limited protection, but 4. a crowd-sourcing technique that augments the Pre-Association Security Negotiation (PASN) process (an unauthenticated 802.11 security procedure) to make it 802.11r, or Fast Transition
equivalent, coupled with a better AP sorting algorithm, can dramatically reduce the attack
surface.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 exposes how FTM computes range and
location and why it is vulnerable to attacks. Section 3 details why current protection techniques,
for GPS or 802.11, cannot protect FTM efficiently. Section 4 presents an improvement to 802.11
security that can limit FTM exposures to ranging and location attacks. Section 5 demonstrates
how this proposed method reduces exposure in various experimental scenarios, while Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. FTM Vulnerabilities to Ranging and Location Attacks

FTM is particular in the 802.11 world. It is the first 802.11 protocol where a station (STA)
exchanges unassociated user-targeted content with an access point (AP). Prior provisions of the
Standard allowed an AP and a STA to exchange elements pre, or without association. However,
these provisions were either intended to provide general information to the STA about the
services expected to be found at or beyond the AP (e.g., clause 11.22.3. in [1]), or were focusing
on radio parameters exchanges to allow the STA to associate to the best AP (e.g., clause 4.3.11.1 in
[1]). But with FTM, the result of the unassociated exchange is directly leveraged for user-centric
purposes (finding one’s location indoors). This trend has since appeared with other provisions
(e.g., 802.11bc allowing a STA to discover and receive video broadcast without association).
802.11 was not engineered to protect such exchanges, leaving the STA exposed to attacks.

2.1. FTM Principles

Understanding the principles of FTM is necessary to understand the attack vector. The ISTA
starts by negotiating with the RSTA some ranging session parameters (intended number of
exchanges over a given number of bursts). Then, in each burst, the RSTA first sends a frame
at time $t_1$, which is received by the ISTA at time $t_2$. The ISTA replies at time $t_3$ with an
acknowledgement frame, received by the RSTA at time $t_4$. In the subsequent frame, the RSTA
communicates the values $(t_1, t_4)$ to the ISTA. The ISTA can then compute the messages times
of flight (ToF) \((t_4 - t_1) - (t_3 - t_2)\) and thus its distance to the RSTA. In a related exchange,
the ISTA can request from the RSTA its Location Configuration Information (LCI), a set of
geographical coordinates which logic is similar to that defined in RFC 6225 [2]. The exchange
repeats several times. In a typical implementation, the ISTA then retains the smallest ToF, with
the reasoning that direct line of sight (LoS) path always produces the shortest ToF.

The 802.11-2016 or 802.11az Standards do not define a method for computing location from
these elements. However, it should be clear that the position is computed solely from the ToF
and LCI values extracted from the frame exchanges with the local RSTAs.

Several techniques exist for such location computation. Geometric methods, like the simple
three spheres method, consider the distances as the radii of matching spheres and find their
intersection (when it exists). Another technique organizes the measured distances in a matrix,
then attempts to minimize the error between the positions computed from the distance to each
RSTA. A third common technique is the use of an extended Kalman filter (or an alpha-beta
filter). Shareef and Zhu [3] provide a good introduction to this technique. Kalman filters are
popular in technologies where the subject is expected to move, which is the case with FTM. For this technique like the previous ones, because the measured distances are noisy [4], using more than 5 to 6 responders offers diminishing incentive, as ranging to each additional RSTA increases the energy and ranging (airtime) cost with a decreasing accuracy gain.

2.2. Ranging and Location Attacks on FTM

Thus, these techniques use the distances to 3 to 6 APs. However, 802.11 specifies that a STA can only associate with one AP at a given time. Therefore, even if the STA associates to a first AP, its exchanges with the other APs will be unassociated, leaving the ranging exchanges unprotected.

A simple attack vector is thus to add an AP that returns manipulated \((t_1, t_4)\) or LCI values. The victim’s machine then unwittingly integrates these values into its location computation. Because the exchanges are unprotected, the attacker can also spoof the MAC address of a valid AP and add its answers to that of the real AP. Client stations prefer the shorter range as explained above, and thus will retain the attacker’s returned \((t_1, t_4)\) values if they are smaller than the real AP’s. In an environment where the AP positions are known, and the victim path predictable (e.g., along hallways), ensuring such conditions is trivial.

We studied such effect in [5] with a setting represented in Figure 1, where 5 valid APs are deployed along the victim path. One to three temporal attacker APs are then introduced, sending invalid \((t_1, t_4)\) values or invalid LCI. As the STA starts detecting the invalid AP (labelled AP6 in the figure) and integrating its values into the computation mix, the victim’s STA calculated location deviates from its true position.

When knowing the type of algorithm that the victim would use (e.g., because the victim location app is known), the attacker can insert targeted false values selectively and progressively, pushing the victim away from its real trajectory and toward a destination of the attacker’s choice. This possibility is illustrated in the upper part of Figure 1, where the attacker drives the victim toward a target 13 meters away from the intended path (after a 38-meter walk) and represented by a cross (envisioning location determination through the three-sphere method [top left], a least square technique [top center] and a Kalman filter [top right]).

Such attack may not be of consequence if the victim is a human in a casual setting, who also uses other input for trajectory determination (e.g., visual inspection of the environment in search of a particular object, like a store in a shopping mall), although a human victim may not carefully validate the trajectory provided by a navigation device and still be driven off course. However, the consequences can be more severe if the victim is a robot guided through FTM to operate a particular task (e.g., self-driving delivery robots in hotels or convention centers, self-driving shuttles in indoor amusement parks, airports and other public venues, etc.), without a multiplicity of other validation techniques. In all these cases, an attack on FTM used as the primary navigation source can cause the robots to bring about damage, hit equipment, hurt people, or lose certainty about its location and paralyze operations. In a world with aggressive business competition and hostility between state actors, such an attack is an easy and cheap vector to conduct.
3. Insufficiency of Existing Protection Solutions

FTM is not the only location solution relying on distances, and not the only 802.11 technology where data validation is required, so one could think that the problem is well-known and possibly solved. However, FTM is a young protocol and the literature has not yet studied the issues that this paper exposes.

3.1. Related Work

Although there are multiple methods to determine the location of an RF object indoor [6], the most scrutinized location technique based on ToF is GPS. Just like FTM, GPS uses the estimated distance to multiple satellites, which positions are known, to determine station location. Similar to FTM, the GPS signal available for civilian usage is neither encrypted nor authenticated. The same limitation is currently true for the other systems, Gallileo, GLONASS, Michibiki, BeiDou and NavIC, although protection schemes have been proposed for the BeiDou protocol[7].

There are many documented attacks techniques against GPS that are similar in concept to the attacks against FTM that this article studies. These attacks spoof the identity of one or more valid satellites [8], and provide signals which timing and timestamps cause the station to misevaluate its distance to the source [9] and compute an incorrect location [10].

In some cases, these attacks can be detected. A simple technique is to use Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) [11]. With this technique, the client uses a rolling subset of satellites, and alerts if any particular satellite contribution provides results inconsistent with the others.

Additional techniques look at each individual signal. For example, Foruhande et al. [12], fingerprint each satellite signal, and recognize the impersonation by matching the received signal against the expected signature. Other techniques use fusion to compare the GPS-computed location with estimations from other sources, like cellular towers [13] or accelerometers and other sensors internal to the station [14]. More complex, multi-factor detection methods naturally augment the reliability of the detection [15], for example when neural networks combine all contributing elements together to determine if one of them is surfaced as an outlier [16].

All these techniques mitigate the surface attack, but do not completely remove it. A large trend is to apply to the civil GPS the same authentication and encryption scheme as military grade GPS [17], thus disabling the spoofing risk, and complement security with resilience features to disable the jamming risk [18].

3.2. Applicability Limitation of GPS-attack Solutions

Unfortunately, GPS-attack protections that apply fusion techniques [5] prove often insufficient for FTM. These techniques use a primary source, and one or more secondary (less accurate or reliable) sources. The values coming from the secondary sources are used to spot outliers in the primary source, but then the primary source data is used to compute location. In other words, the secondary sources augment, but do not entirely replace, the primary source. GPS is commonly not available inside buildings, and cell tower triangulation is also usually not possible.
Figure 1: Top: Injection of misleading LCI with the three-sphere method (left), the matrix method (center) and a progressive injection for the Kalman filter method (right), leading target toward the location marked with a cross. Bottom: the same attack attempts against PASN-FT and the improved AP selection method proposed in this paper. The victim real position is marked p, the forged path e, real AP responders with a triangle and the attacker APs with a square.

The STA can collect information from movement sensors (gyroscopes etc.), and the combined information from these sources (Pedestrian Dead Reckoning, PDR) to compute the movement of the object containing the sensor. PRD is a very promising direction for indoor positioning, and provides good results in constrained scenarios e.g., for example when the sensors are attached to the user’s foot [19]. In the cases addressed by FTM however, the trajectory can change rapidly, causing the accuracy of the values returned by the sensors to dissolve with distance [20]. For example, a user may have parked in the underground garage of a shopping mall, have a smartphone in their hand, then their pocket, then hands again, while the user undergoes a complex trajectory (stopping, moving aside to navigate through a crowd with constantly changing speed, slowing down and turning near store windows etc.), each change introducing errors into the positioning algorithm [21]. Without an additional reliable source of reference, the STA cannot compensate for the continuous injection of invalid parameters. Wi-Fi commonly cannot be the primary or the secondary source reliably. This difficulty is caused by the fact that Wi-Fi ToF values are usually noisy. With obstacles and multipath, there is no good correlation between the AP signal strength and the calculated distance, and the precision of measurement is low. Therefore, fusion is not a sustainable solution for FTM.

Other GPS attack protection techniques that rely on signature and fingerprinting are also not transferable. With billions of Wi-Fi APs on the planet, and the assumption that a core use case for FTM is a human with a handheld device (e.g., a smartphone) in an unfamiliar venue, the designers of FTM have not implemented any validation technique, and there is no global database that the ISTA could use to verify the identity of each AP in range.
RAIM-like mechanisms are not widely implemented yet in FTM-based app. However, even when they are, we have shown [5] that the progressive insertion of invalid parameters could defeat the protection.

Therefore, although the attack exposure of FTM is similar to that of GPS attacks, the particularities of FTM makes that the solutions for GPS-attack mitigation cannot be transparently transposed to the FTM case.

3.3. Limitations of IEEE 802.11 Solutions

Another avenue to explore could be to leverage 802.11 existing solutions. For example, 802.11 association can be followed with a mutual authentication mechanism, where both the STA and the infrastructure prove that they know a shared secret (which is a proof that the AP is legitimate). It could be suggested to use this mechanism to protect the FTM exchanges. However, besides the difficulty that each ISTA would need to be configured with credentials for the local SSID, the entire procedure commonly takes 300 milliseconds (and can take more than one second when the 802.1X/EAP part relies on an external RADIUS server). Once association is complete, the STA can leave the AP cell and re-join with a re-association process, which delay is much shorter (80 to 100 ms).

This overhead can cause several problems. A first immediate issue is time consumption. In the FTM negotiation, the ISTA and the RSTA agree to meet on the channel at pre-determined points in time to exchange FTM frames in a burst. The designers understood that either side may be delayed. For this reason, the burst duration can last up to 128 ms. During that interval, each side will attempt to be on the channel and perform ranging. The ISTA will listen on the channel, waiting for the RSTA first FTM frame of the burst. The RSTA will send the first FTM frame, and wait for the first acknowledgement response from the ISTA (then retries repeatedly until the end of the burst when no acknowledgment is received). The ISTA and the RSTA also agree on an inter-burst interval, but if during that interval the ISTA goes to another channel and does not know if it will spend there 80 ms, 300 ms or more than a second before coming back, failed bursts are guaranteed to be a common occurrence. This would not be a reasonable design.

Another issue is the processing cost on the RSTA. The ISTA and RSTA negotiate a number of bursts (between 1 and 16384). If the ISTA reassociates for each new burst, then the AP potentially has to manage 16384 reassociation procedures per client and FTM session, each with a computing cost related to key verification (not to mention 80 ms inserted delay each time). A few stations performing rapid-fire ranging with multiple APs are susceptible to exhaust the APs computing resources. For these reasons, relying on 802.11 authentication has never been considered as a viable solution by the 802.11 designers of FTM.

These limitations do not mean that the ISTA cannot associate and perform FTM. The ISTA could associate with one AP, perform FTM with that AP, then go to other channels and perform unassociated and unprotected exchanges with the other APs. Quite obviously, this mode would offer very limited protection.

In an attempt to provide better exchange protection while limiting the overhead, 802.11az, the 802.11 Amendment for Enhancements for Positioning that expands FTM, defines a Pre-Association Security Negotiation (PASN), allowing an ISTA to establish a secure session with
an AP/RSTA without association. This mode is efficient because it only relies on a two-frame exchange (plus one acknowledgement) with each AP. PASN exists in two modes. One mode supposes the existence of pre-existing shared keying material between the ISTA and the RSTA. In that mode, the ISTA and the RSTA then form what 802.11 calls a Robust Security Network Association (RSNA) authentication, in that they create a secure link and authenticate each other. This mode is efficient to protect from spoofing, as an attacker AP would not have the valid keying material, and would therefore not be able to insert frames in the exchange between an ISTA and a valid RSTA.

One clear limitation of this mode is the requirement to pre-populate the ISTA with the keying material. This is easily possible in a private setting (e.g., a factory with a single WLAN system). However, in a public venue, this constraint becomes difficult to overcome, even for a device that is expected to be familiar with the venue (e.g., a self-driving shuttle or delivery robot in a shopping mall). It is likely that there will be many APs and SSIDs (for example, an American shopping mall commonly includes 4 or 5 anchor large stores, and several dozens of small shops in between). APs may communicate over the back-end, but it is unlikely that the ISTA would have credentials for all stores and SSIDs. Even in a private setting, it is common to find zones with different SSIDs (for example department names in a hospital), forcing the implementers to configure multiple profiles on the device, even if the APs communicate with the same backend infrastructure (and thus even if the device credentials would be the same for all SSIDs).

Thus RSNA PASN provides an interesting, but incomplete direction for FTM protection. PASN also exists in a non-RSNA mode, where no initial keying material exists between the STA and the APs. In that case, a protected, but unauthenticated link is established ad-hoc between the STA and each AP, creating what some call "trust at first sight". The frames that the STA and the AP exchange (including FTM) are then encrypted. In this scenario, \((t_1, t_4)\) and possibly LCI values can be protected from eavesdroppers. A similar unauthenticated but encrypted link is formed between the ISTA and each and any other AP with which the ISTA needs to range. This mode simplifies the deployment (no pre-existing keying material required), but does not include any validation structure. Thus, an attacker can pretend to be an additional AP in the system, or can impersonate (spoo) a valid AP. The ISTA would then establish an unauthenticated but encrypted connection to that rogue AP, with no means to know that the AP is invalid and send forged \((t_1, t_4)\) and LCI values. The only protections that this mode offers are exchange obfuscation (an observer cannot see the values exchanged between the ISTA and RSTA) and session hijacking protection (an attacker can spoof the identity of a valid AP at the time of a new FTM session establishment, but cannot insert rogue values once a session has started with a valid AP).

4. A Crowd-Wisdom FTM Attack Exposure Mitigation Solution

Clearly, RSNA PASN is a good option for environments with a single SSID and a device that is familiar with the venue (and thus can be programmed with keying material). However, in environments with a single WLAN infrastructure but multiple SSIDs, or multiple neighboring WLAN infrastructures, or environments with which the device is not familiar (thus does not possess any keying material), RSNA PASN shows its limitation, and non-RSNA PASN offers no
real protection.

For these environments, it is difficult to establish trust when no APs are known. However, we propose a mechanism to reduce the likelihood that a given contributing AP would be an attacker’s. In a setting where there is no authentication, and no protected exchange, all exchanges are open to all abuses, and we do not believe that an easy remediation is possible. However, if an initial protection can be built between an ISTA and a first AP, we believe that partial further protection becomes possible. We write “partial” because without authentication, the protection stays limited, but it can be implemented in a way that makes the attack less trivial, and thus less attractive to an amateur attacker. Therefore, we next examine partial remediation options for cases where the ISTA is not associated to a network but can establish a protected link to APs.

4.1. Modified FTM AP Sorting Algorithm

One key assumption for this method is that the venue presents several APs announcing the same SSID. These APs communicate with each other (either in a mesh fashion, or because they are connected to the same management system, e.g., a WLAN controller). Other APs may be present in the same RF space, forming individual islands of Wi-Fi coverage around individual or shared SSIDs. In this environment, it is unlikely that the attacker can become the dominant system, i.e., deploy with impunity more APs than the valid network, without causing multiple rogue alarms on the main system and being detected. Most managed Wi-Fi systems can identify AP MAC address spoofing or SSID impersonation. An attacker can deploy one or a few temporal (physical or virtual) RSTAs for the duration of the attack, but is unlikely to have deployed a system larger than the venue legitimate WLAN infrastructure.

When initiating an FTM session, the ISTA needs to first establish a list of possible RSTAs. The ISTA starts by scanning all channels (standard 802.11 discovery) and establishes the list of channels and AP MAC addresses (Basic Service Set identifiers, BSSIDs) offering RSTA services. In traditional FTM, the ISTA would then directly start ranging against the first AP (i.e., the AP with the strongest signal, or the AP on the lowest channel in the band). We now propose instead that the ISTA sorts the BSSIDs by signal level, then considers BSSIDs within the same signal level (RSSI) range (e.g., within 6 dB of each other) as being a single system (for a reason that will become apparent later). We then propose that the ISTA operates a second sort, grouping the BSSIDs by their announced SSID. Thus, we propose that the ISTA starts by ranging against the RSTAs representing the largest system (max BSSID count for the given SSID). This first step is precautionary and does no offer any strong protection, but decreases the likelihood of ranging against a lone attacker, as will be seen.

We then suggest that the ISTA selects one BSSID at random within the largest SSID group, and first establishes a protected link to the RSTA, using PASN (likely, the non-RSNA PASN flavor). The goal of such link is to protect the exchange from eavesdropping. Although the largest group is likely to be a valid system, the attacker may impersonate one AP of the valid system, and thus it is possible that the first AP may belong to the attacker.
4.2. PASN and 802.11r

We then propose an augmentation of PASN, that we call PASN-FT, to allow secure link pre-establishment to other APs. FT, or 802.11 Basic Service Set (BSS) Fast Transition (FT), was defined in the 802.11r-2008 amendment (integrated in the 2012 version of the 802.11 Standard), and is intended for RSNA, fast roaming key exchanges for associated STAs. In this mode, a STA first establishes a secure association (RSNA) with an AP. During that process, the 802.11 choreography allows for AP and STA mutual validation (as they both have to prove to the other that they have the right temporal keying material). The 802.11-FT process incorporates two major changes to the previous 802.11 association process:

- The AP advertises a Mobility Domain Element (MDE), which is a string representing the domain, i.e., the set of APs between which fast transition will be possible. The string is commonly an arbitrary set of characters (it does not need to have a meaning, and just needs to be common between APs participating to the same group). When roaming, the STA selects APs that advertise the same MDE.

- 802.11r establishes a new key hierarchy. Upon a STA first association, the WLAN infrastructures establishes a first Pairwise Master Key (PMK-R0). This key is derived from the Master Session Key (MSK), which is formed on the client side and the infrastructure side through the regular authentication process defined for 802.11. In a non-FT mode, the PSK is directly derived from the MSK (the PSK is the first 256 bits of the MSK). With FT, the PMK-R0 is derived by also integrating other elements, such as the value of the domain in the MDE, the SSID name, the STA MAC address and the identifier of the first entity with which the client establishes this first keying material (this can be the first AP MAC address, or a value for a centralized WLAN controller; this entity is later identified as the holder of the PMK-R0, or R0KH-ID). Then, for each AP, a PMK-R1 is established, built from the PMK-R0 value, the MAC address of the client and the MAC address of the target AP. When a STA needs to establish a communication with a first AP, it is provided the elements it needs to compute PMK-R0 from the MSK (that the client should be able to derive during the authentication phase, from its credentials or a pre-shared key). The client can then compute the PMK-R1 to associate with any AP in the domain, if the AP MAC address is known. From the PMK-R1, other keys are derived (temporal unicast keys).

This key hierarchy allows BSS-FT to enable a fast transition mode. When a STA needs to roam to a neighboring AP, a non-FT mode would mean that the STA should deassociate from the current AP, associate to the next AP, then undergo the full authentication exchange in order to derive a new PMK. This process can take a long time, as detailed in Section 3. With FT, the keying material required for association to the next AP can be derived while the STA is still associated to the first AP. BSS-FT allows two modes for that process:

- With the Over-the-air mode (OTA), the STA sends to the next AP an FT authentication request, that includes the PMK-R0 Name, the MDE, and a Fast Transition Information Element that includes the R0KH-ID. These elements allow the next AP to determine
if it can build a PMK-R1. If the answer is positive, the next AP responds with an FT authentication response, that includes the elements the STA needs to derive the PMK-R1 value for the next AP.

- With the Over the Distribution System method (Over-the-DS), the STA first identifies the target next AP, then sends to its current AP an action frame requesting the establishment of keying material with the target AP. The request also includes the PMK-R0 Name, the MDE value and the R0KH-ID. The current AP should relay this request over the wire to the target AP. Similar to above, the target AP should determine if it can build the PMK-R1, and reply through the current AP (over the wire) if the answer is positive, with a frame containing the elements the STA needs to derive the PMK-R1 value for the next AP.

In both cases, the STA is then ready to communicate securely with the next AP. At any time, the STA can deassociate from the current AP, and send a reassociation request to the next AP, mentioning the PMK-R1 Name, the MDE, the R0KH-ID and the MAC of the target AP. The STA also mentions a message integrity check (MIC) that proves that the STA has the right keying material. The next AP replies in kind, and data communication can resume immediately.

4.3. PASN FT

802.11 BSS-FT was intended for associated STAs. However, we propose to adapt FT principles to the PASN case by adding to PASN exchanges the FT elements that do not strictly force the STA to undergo an association.

Thus, in this method, all APs part of the same infrastructure include the MDE in their probe responses and beacons. This informs the STA about which APs are claiming to be part of the same domain.

In PASN, the STA seeking to establish a secure link sends a first PASN 802.11 authentication frame to the first AP. The frame may include base Authentication and Key Management (AKM) parameters (if there is a pre-existing keying material that the STA can use), but also includes an ephemeral public key that the STA wishes to use (the STA also generates internally the matching private key). We add the MDE value to this frame.

In PASN, the AP responds with a second PASN authentication frame that includes the AP temporal public key (the AP also generates internally the matching private key), and optionally base AKM parameters (if the STA included them). We also add the MDE value to this frame.

In PASN, the STA then responds with a third PASN 802.11 authentication frame, that serves as an acknowledgment to the exchange. We reuse this frame unchanged.

At this point, the STA has established keying material with the AP and can undergo protected exchanges. With PASN, the secure link is established with a single AP at a time (the AP with which the STA wishes to communicate). We augment this procedure by allowing an Over-the-DS key pre-establishment with other APs. An OTA mode would also be possible, but presents limited added value. From an airtime consumption standpoint, the amount of frames to exchange would be equivalent to a direct PASN exchange with the next AP (thus bringing no airtime consumption, and no process time consumption, advantage). From a security standpoint, both the Over-the-DS and OTA modes prove that the first AP has a trusted backend relationship
with the second AP, thus that they belong to the same infrastructure. The OTA mode thus does not surface specific advantages.

The Over-the-DS PASN FT is illustrated in Figure 2, and works as follows:

- When in need to communicate securely with a second AP, the STA sends to the current AP a PASN FT authentication frame wrapped in a protected (robust) action frame. The frame resembles the PASN first frame, but also includes the MDE, and a Fast Transition Element (FTE) that includes the target AP BSSID (MAC address), and also the client intended MAC address (called S0KH-ID) for exchanging with the next AP. This last element offers an interesting additional protection. The STA can decide to use a different MAC address for its dialog with the next AP (using locally administered MAC addresses). As the frame is encrypted with the current AP public key, this value is obfuscated from an eavesdropper’s view. This way, the infrastructure can keep track of the client queries while observers do not see a single STA.

- The current AP forwards this frame over the backend to the next AP. The next AP responds over the DS with a frame that resembles the PASN second frame, but also includes the MDE, the second AP MAC address, the target STA current MAC address (used by the STA to send the first PASN FT frame to the current AP) and the S0KH-ID. The frame also includes the FTE that includes a timeout value. This value tells the STA the interval for which the current keying material will be valid.

- The current AP relays the frame to the STA. The STA validates the frame components, and returns an acknowledgement frame. The frame resembles the PASN third authentication frame, but also includes the FTE that mentions the next AP MAC address, and the client intended MAC address (S0KH-ID).

At this point, the STA is ready to communicate securely with the next AP. Within the timeout interval specified by the next AP, the STA can switch to the next AP channel and directly send protected data (using as a source MAC the S0KH-ID value). The STA can this way pre-establish secure links with a multiplicity of APs, then switch to their respective channel in turn to proceed to protected FTM exchanges.

This process does not guarantee that no attacker will insert in the exchange. However, this methods greatly limits the risks, as four permutations and scenarios are possible:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current AP</th>
<th>Next AP</th>
<th>Legitimate</th>
<th>Attacker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legitimate</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacker</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The APs can communicate over the backend and the STA can successfully establish a secure connection to the next AP.

2. The legitimate AP does not have a trusted relationship to the attacker AP, and rejects the PASN-FT request from the STA.
3. The attacker AP may attempt to pass the PASN FT request to the legitimate AP, but they do not have a backend trusted relationship. The attempt fails and the STA does not receive a response from the next AP.

4. The APs may communicate over the backend, and the STA may be able to successfully establish a secure connection with the next AP.

It should be noted that, because the STA merges RSTAs with the same RSSI as indicated above, scenario (4) only succeeds if the attacker has positioned 2 different physical APs. Scenarios (2) and (3) do not directly allow the STA to determine that one AP is illegitimate. From the STA viewpoint, the PASN FT process failed, possibly because one of the APs is illegitimate, or because both APs are legitimate but in disjoint systems (a less common, but possible case).

However, as the process repeats with more APs, the STA surfaces groups of APs that have a backend trusted relationship, and outliers APs (\(AP_O\)) that are not trusted by others (because requests made to an \(AP_O\) to PASN FT toward other APs will usually fail, and requests made to other APs to PASN FT toward an \(AP_O\) will also usually fail, unless the other AP is also an \(AP_O\)). The STA can then use these groups of largest APs having a trusted relationship as the set of RSTA from which location is computed. These are likely to be legitimate, unless the attacker is the dominant system in the venue.

5. **Experimental Validation**

We tested this method in two different environments. The first setting is similar to the attack test setup described earlier (5 legitimate APs, and the attacker emulating one to three APs), and leads to the following observations:
1. The attack fails in 100% of cases where the attacker presents a single AP. This is likely because that AP cannot form a group large enough to be usable (and of course the AP also fails to establish PASN-FT with the other APs).

2. When the attacker emulates three APs, the attack fails if the APs are all emulated from the same physical system (e.g., virtual APs on the same laptop, or physical APs at the same location). Despite RF signal stochasticity, all APs then present an RSSI in the same range and get merged by the filtering procedure (thus leading the STA to the same conclusion as above).

3. When the attacker deploys 3 non-co-located APs, the attack fails for any location method using 4 APs or more (e.g., least square or Kalman filter with 4 or more RSTAs, Figure 1 bottom center). This outcome is expected. For location method using 3 APs, the attacker system becomes self-sufficient and may partially succeed. The STA temporarily follows the attacker’s data, then suddenly jumps back to the correct trajectory as soon as contributors from the valid system are introduced (Figure 1 bottom left). When using Kalman filtering, the slide toward the correct path is progressive, as the system arbitrates between the observed and the computed values (Figure 1 bottom right).

4. The above attack succeeds only if the attacker system is within the first 3 APs to be attempted by the STA, and if the attacker system is large enough to be entirely sufficient for the STA calculations (i.e., 3 APs for the 3-sphere methods, and up to 6 APs for other methods). The STA then forms 2 groups of non-compatible sets (the legitimate APs, and the attacker’s APs) and can then randomly consider the location by the valid AP set, or the attacker’s AP set.

The second setting is a shopping mall with 4 major store anchors and a multiplicity of smaller stores, each with an individual SSID. The mall is set on two floors, and Figure 3 represents the ground floor. A user walks along the main corridor path, from bottom to top (represented by a dashed line).

In this environment, without changes, the attack fails in all attempts. One likely reason is that, at any point of the path, 9 to 11 APs can be heard that form groups larger than 4 APs, from a combination of the main mall Wi-Fi and one of the anchors’. In such environment, the attacker is unable to establish a system large (and distributed) enough to compete with one of the valid groups.

Forcing the ISTA to ignore the main mall Wi-Fi (supposing a targeted denial of service) does not allow for an attack vector either, because at least one of the anchors’ Wi-Fi can be detected from any location along the path (commonly with 4 APs or more). In some areas (mid-point on the walking path), only one anchor’s SSID is detectable, and its APs are all in the same direction (to the right). Location precision dilution occurs in this zone if only the anchor’s SSID is used. Adding the smaller stores RSTAs restores the precision. Even when an individual store does not allow for PASN-FT with others, the anchor’s RSTAs serve as a reference and the attacker is also identified as an outlier (when injecting forged LCI or \((t_1, t_4)\) values causing an error larger than that resulting from computing location with valid RSTAs).

Forcing the ISTA to also ignore the anchors’ Wi-Fi systems provides only a mild attack vector. Although each store display a specific SSID, in effect, many of the smaller stores use APs
managed by the mall (and therefore would be displaying the same MDE value), even as most stores complement the system with home or small-business grade APs. These other APs may not communicate with one another over the wire. It is only when removing all small store APs that communicate over the wire that the attack succeeds. However, such a dramatic scenario (all major stores, and the entire shopping mall main WLANs are disabled, only isolated single-AP SSIDs remain) is unlikely in a real environment.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown that 802.11 FTM is vulnerable to ranging and location attacks. As the client does not know in advance the APs, and as the exchanges are neither authenticated nor protected, an attacker can easily insert an additional AP that provides invalid ranging or position (LCI) information. The client has limited ability to distinguish the attacker’s from valid APs, and tends to integrate the data provided by the attacker, if it is not excessively implausible, into its location computation.

The existing IEEE 802.11 Standard, along with a modification of the PASN protocol to allow for fast transition between APs, can be used to mitigate the attack exposure. The effect of these simple changes is to turn the attack from “trivial” to “challenging”. There is still a weak vector left, where the attacker is one of the first APs picked by the ISTA and has deployed a system as large as the main WLAN. Future work will examine how deeper protection can be achieved, for example by moving the LCI information into a trusted database that the ISTA could interrogate (e.g., while retrieving the venue map), instead of relying on over-the-air interrogation of APs that the ISTA cannot completely trust.

Figure 3: Attack attempts with PASN-FT.
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